
Scout Gaming signs B2B deal with established Esports company
Having recently launched Esports to its network of B2B partners, Scout has now signed a partnership with its first purely
Esports focused actor.

Scout Gaming has concluded a deal with GLHF.gg, a platform strengthening the bond between teams and their fans through a fan-rivalry
experience, something that has been missing in ESports for a long time. The service created by GLHF allows fans of ESports teams to
compete against each other as well as get the latest news, behind the scenes content and much more. Scout Gaming will deliver a
Free2Play platform with coverage for a wide set ESports such as DOTA, eFotball, LoL and CS:GO.

“Our roll out of Esports content has received very positive feedback, from end users and partners alike and I’m therefore very glad to
announce this partnership.  GLHF have from inception been focused on building highly engaging products that create value for ESports
teams and their fans. They are one of the most successful organizations of its kind and we are delighted to support their continued growth
journey”, comments Scout Gaming's CEO, Andreas Ternstrom.

Rollout of Scout’s ESports offering and integration to GLHF.gg is expected to start in the coming weeks aimed at launching before
summer.

“We see an optimal strategic fit with Scout Gaming’s software. We’re thrilled to give ESports fans an opportunity to try their hand at what
it’s like to scout and manage a team during live events. ESports fans know so much about their favorite players, teams, match ups, and
the game meta. We’re excited to partner with a platform which put all that ESports knowledge into a competitive environment. Scout
Gaming is the leading global fantasy sports supplier and I’m pleased we could find this fruitful co-operation ", comments GLHFs CPO,
Ace St. Germain.

For further information, please contact:
Andreas Ternstrom, CEO
Tel: +46 706 770 660
Email: andreas.ternstrom@scoutgaminggroup.com

About GLHF
GLHF is an ESports fan platform, aimed at ESports fans and viewers around the globe who want to support and follow their favourite
team by challenging other fans in trivia, fantasy and other activations. out more at GLHF.gg.

About Scout Gaming Group
Scout Gaming Group is a licensed and regulated provider of B2B Daily Fantasy Sports. The company offers a flexible and customizable
network-based Fantasy Sports solution with support for most sports and leagues through an in-house StatCenter which also provides
real-time information to players. Local sports can be provided on request. The Group is headquartered in Stockholm, Sweden with
development and operations in Bergen, Norway, and Lviv, Ukraine and Malta. Scout Gaming is listed on the Nasdaq First North Growth
Market and the Certified Adviser is Redeye AB. Contact details: Certifiedadviser@redeye.se, +46 (0)8 121 576 90.

This information is information that Scout Gaming Group AB is obliged to make public pursuant to the EU Market Abuse Regulation. The
information was submitted for publication, through the agency of the contact person set out above, at 09.05 CET on 29 April 2020.


